Spy Pen Instructions & Tips

The Sherlock Hones Spy Pen is an innovative spy gadget that produces impressive high definition videos and high quality photos easily and cleverly concealed inside this professional and functional pen. The spy pen is the perfect gadget for spy-enthusiasts and these instructions certainly make it easier to "master" your Sherlock Hones Spy Pen fast and easy.

GENERAL TIPS AND TRICKS

- Your Spy Pen is a delicate instrument and with proper care will last for years!
- Do not drop it. It will probably be okay, but remember it is a sensitive instrument.
- Do not get it wet. You may record videos in a light rain, but don't get it soaking wet.
- Do not force things. Instead, gently, yet firmly slide the cable or chip in/out of the pen.
- Review the instructions and practice with your spy pen. Timing is everything.
- If all else fails insert a paperclip into the reset hole for 2 seconds.
STEP 1 – Charge Your Spy Pen (See diagram)
- First time only, charge 3 hours. Thereafter, it’s much less time.
- Plug USB cable into pen and other end into your computer.
- Your spy pen’s light will blink while charging and turn solid when fully charged.
- A full charge should accommodate about 1.5 hours of recording time.

STEP 2 – Insert the Micro SD Memory Card (Chip) (Included)
- Gently, yet firmly slide the micro SD card chip into your spy pen slot.
- You should feel resistance when the chip is fully inserted/seated in the pen.
- Approximately 1/8" of the micro SD card chip will be visible when it's inserted correctly.

TIPS AND TRICKS
- Ensure the micro SD card is pushed in completely; otherwise, the status light will blink red repeatedly and your spy pen will not work.
- The spy pen has the capacity to handle 2GB - 4GB - 8GB - 16GB chip.
- The rechargeable lithium battery can accommodate approximately 1.5 hours of recording time for both videos and photos, before recharging is necessary.
STEP 3 – Turn On/Off Spy Pen

- Press the On/Off Button on the top of the pen for 3+ seconds to turn on.
- To power off, press On/Off Button for 6 seconds. All lights on pen will go dark.
- A Solid green light indicates your spy pen is turned on and in **Ready Mode**.

STEP 4 – Start/Stop Recording Session

- Press the On/Off Button on the top of the pen for 2 seconds to begin recording.
- The LED status light will blink several times to indicate that recording is about to begin.
- Once recording begins, the light dims and slows down to a more stealth like blinking.
- To stop recording, click On/Off Button, once.

**TIPS AND TRICKS**

- Ensure the camera lens remains unobstructed during the recording session.
- To produce clean, clear recordings, limit the spy pen's movement while recording.
- Once finished recording, remember to power off your pen.

STEP 5 – Taking Photos

- From **Ready Mode**, its one quick click of the On/Off Button to take a picture.
- The status light will blink once to indicate that it has captured the photograph.
- Once the photo-taking process is complete, the spy pen returns to **Ready Mode**.

STEP 6 – Viewing Your Recordings and Photos

- Unscrew the top of the spy pen to expose the USB port.
- Connect the USB cable to the spy pen and connect the other end to your computer.
- In moments the spy pen micro SD memory card icon appears on your computer desktop. If not, look to your computer's removable drives for the SD card.
- Double click on the icon/removable drive to open and download/copy the video footage and photos onto your computer.
- View your photo’s and videos from your computer, not directly from your spy pen.

**TIPS AND TRICKS**

- Always view your photo's and video’s directly from the computer. The data transfer speed from your spy pen simply isn't fast enough to accommodate real time viewing; it will cause the image to appear grainy and video footage to appear choppy.
- You may wish to download the free VLC Player at http://www.videolan.org.

---------------------------------------- Spy Pen Features ----------------------------------------

Video Recording: 30 frames per second, 1280*960 resolution, VI format
Photos: High Resolution 3264*2448 pixels, JPEG format
USB 2.0 Standard Interface, Universal Compatibility PC/MAC/Linux
Micro SD Slot Capacity 16GB SD Memory
Built-in Rechargeable Lithium Battery
Audio Surveillance Equipment ~ Being Aware of the Laws of the Land

Notable: The Sherlock Hones Spy Pen has been intentionally re-engineered to eliminate the ability to record audio. Audio surveillance recording falls under federal and many states wiretapping laws and can also be considered a violation of the Fourth Amendment of the USA. "Audio-only or audio/video devices that are disguised to look like something that is not designed to record sound" could potentially get you in big trouble.

Audio Surveillance Equipment: These devices are generally prohibited by law, because they are primarily useful for the purpose of the surreptitious interception of wire, oral, or electronic communications (i.e., eavesdropping or wiretapping), such as audio-only or audio/video devices that are disguised to look like something that is not designed to record sound.

For your personal protection we have chosen to create the safer Sherlock Hones Spy Pen for all our spy-enthusiasts. Secret agent missions should be a fun quest without threat of breaking the laws of the land. We’ve got your back. Enjoy.
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